Gray denies move to all-commons campus

(Continued from page 1)

Gray would not comment on where it might be, however, stating it is "too soon to pin it down." Dean Philips '81, a member of the original COCD, stated it would probably be in New House.

Dan Perich '81, another member of the original dining review committee, is concerned about the non-commons parts of the plan and the implementation. He said, "East Campus is left hanging in the air and there are no Senior House kitchens yet." He then commented that while full figures were available at Friday's meeting on the commons programs, no numbers could be given on the other aspects of the plan.

Undergraduate Association Vice-President Chuck Markham '81 shares these concerns. "I'm concerned about full implementation of certain dormitories, such as New House and Burton-Conner, that were specifically designed to allow students to do their own cooking."

"There is no expectation on my part that we will move to an all-commons mode... We don't have the facilities..."

Another concern is that the only all-women's dormitory on campus, McCormick, is one on the mandatory commons program. At Friday's meeting, Gray announced that a serious effort is being made to make a cooking, single-sex dormitory area available to women by next fall.

Hughes is news

We make engineering and scientific history year after year like 1976, when the Hughes-developed satellites went into orbit.

If you come to work with us, we'll both make news in your home-town paper.

Help Hughes Aircraft Company make news. And electronic miracles. And history. (And no diplomas.) All your placement offices when Hughes recruiters will be on campus.

W20-467
MIT Student Center
84 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge MA 02139
(617) 253-4982

The MIT High School Studies Program is looking for volunteers to teach:

Government   Anthropology   Poetry
Ecology       Matrix Algebra  Set Design
Forensics     Comparative Theology Psychology
Newtonian     Russian       Digital Logic
Mechanics     Yodeling      Zoology
Philosophy    Freud         Ginsburg
Tiddly-Winks  Quantum Mach   You Name It

To High School Students who want to learn. On Saturdays, from March 8 - May 10, at MIT.

For more information, call or write by Feb 16th.

Intercity Cares

for Elderly, Children, Disabled

In their own homes in your community.

YOU earn extra cash.

YOU are part of a TEAM that gives the BEST CARE. Because we are bigger and better than any other Homemaker Agency in Massachusetts, we give YOU and the people you care for the best agency support.

Intercity Homemaker Service, Inc.
An equal opportunity employer
Call 321-6300  623-5510

A Stable Force
Designing The Future
Varian Associates

At Varian Associates, we are proud of our reputation as a high technology leader. The Palo Alto, California, facility is concerned with all phases of research, development, design and manufacture of traveling wave tubes, klystrons and gyrotrons - the newest microwave tube.

If you are receiving a Bachelor of Science Degree in:

• Electrical Engineering
• Industrial Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Physics

Then, our representatives would like to discuss your plans for the future when we visit your campus on:

February 26, 1980

Make it a point to visit with us and discover for yourself why Varian is a stable force shaping the future. Check with your placement office to make an appointment.

We offer a creative work environment, a superb benefits package, and opportunity for advancement and continued education.

Should you be unable to meet with our representatives, learn more about Varian Associates by contacting our Employment Office at 611-TD Hansen Way, Palo Alto, California 94303. We are an equal opportunity employer m/f.